
Mr. David Real 12/1/90 

Dallas liorning News 

Communications Center 
Dallas, TX 75265 

Deur David, 

In the jumble created by my physical i:pairments I've mislaid your letter but I 
recall that you wanted my opinion of “oore's book. I've read about a quarter of it and 

my stomach ought not be abused by any more of it on any day. It is not merely that I 

am a slow reader. I have been annotating it as I gop. and there is much to annotate! 

Were I to deseribe it as bullshit I'd be praising it because there is a use to 

which bullshit can be put. It is a thoroughly dishonest egotrip by an arrogunt, self-— 

inpyrtant man who has to have some ulterjor purpose. I think more than mere self- 

promotion. “e is also a lair, rather regularly. and withall this book is also silly and 

stupid. Yet he calls it the one "definitive" book! Withourf reference to any of the 
many records disclosed and to his knowledge disclosed in the past 15 years or to those 

noty publdéshed by the Commission but available since 1966. “eginning then. I checked his 
footnotes ford different reason, to which I'll come, and saw not a single refe:ence to a 

single docunent from either repository. Ms I think I told you, I have about a third of 
a million pages and they are available to anyone. So this also is anything but a scholarly 

book, bdsides being utterly incompetent. 

He employs a trick throughout that some of his ilk, beginning with Charles Poberts, 

oversued. 4e refers to all critics but sites a single one of his selection, vit referring 

to all, even though all do not agree on what he has cited. Through the first quarter 

he did not cite any of my books and when I just jabored throgtih his corrupt and fabricated 
reconstruction of the alleged Oswald flight," hich in my first book, which he has, I went 
into at some length and added more later, It not only became clear why -_he also exposed 
himself and his wild imaginings and his corrfption and dishonesty. Dayina LO 

"o, as I was thumbing through the pages of each chapter to check kis notes, which 

in themselves are a story, = noted two snide cracks about me - both plagiarized. That I 

allegedly believed nothing in the Warren Roport other tha‘n the footaétes comes from 

another plagiarist, Professor “urtz. And that I am only a "naryland poultyy farmer" comes 
from pet expert cribber and egogit “ark Lane. = 

Se the way, when I got #isgusted with hoth non-fiction in which the line was pre- 

ordained and government research of the same kind, I did become a poultry farmer ~ and 

officially the best in the country in the only dressed-poultry competition ever held while 

I farmed and the first there ever was. I was also the National Barbecue ing and my wife 

was the National Chicken “ooking Champion (I was “aryland's about a, fozen times) and 
President Eisenhower wrote us how much he enjoyed my wife's recipes and he raised some 

of my rare ducks on his farm. We both declined an invitation to appear at the White 

House and be photographed with him because we were that much against Nixon, of whom we 

then knew too suche 

If I did not tell you, I was earlier a reporter, syndicated before I was 20, an 

investigative reporter, a Senate investigator and editor and a wartime intelligence 

analyst, a trouble-shooter in an agency of them, the OSS. At least my Senate experience 

is indicated in the introduction of wy first book, which he has. and which in his letter 

that I sent you he indicated he priged, a.though other interpretayions are possible. 

I'm tired and I ramblé but first I waat to explain that this also serves as part of 

a record for archival purposes, for history. Since the reverses to my health I've been 

annotating the new books that I get. I din't bother with Narre. Jn confidence, the pub- 

lisher asked me to skim it and I would not put my nane on any manuscript I only skinmed, 

but I did select a chapter while waiting to see if he wanted me to do more and it was 

simply terrible.
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If my wife were not 73 and with her own coléection of medical problems I'd dictate 
my comments on these books. That would make them more available but it isn't practical 
for us now. With books that could be expected to have more impact I sat, with my legs yp, 
and facing the typewriter while reading the book off to my right. But that is uncouforatble, 
too much so for so silly and stupid a triviality as this flaunting of ignorance and 
personality failures. 

Perhaps unfairly, but I got the impression while checking his few footnotes, none 
for what in some instances is important to what he is saying, that he doesn’t have the 
Warren ommission's 26 volumes. Br, if he has them, doesn't use them. ey ustially cites 
books that cite them. Where he doesnat, since he has established himself as a cribber, 
I have no trouble believing that he cited the Commission for what he read in books. 

4s an additional and as a specific measure of his integrity, meaning the lack of 
it, on the last page + read and annotated, 53, he cites as a "key" to Oswald's guilt 
the alleged fact that he was about to buy a Dr. “epper,iM Which he always drank, but 
got a coke, which he Over dyank. Some amataur shrinkery! But what/is s source on 
the Dr, Lope? Only one-“im Bishop. Yet he wrote me in a letter I foud elsewhere, to which 
I'l return, Urs 4n 1975, when he was an arrogant kid, that personally Bishop wis not onky et cy 
the level pee that his book is "junk". So, what he himself described as junk is his only 
source on his "key" to Oswald's guilt. And leading up to this he has an assortment of 
misrepresentations and pure invesntions. Weia;-thet—is_not—an appropriate word +o—apply 
tosinor—anything—_lve=read—of_his. 

I had no recollection of him but I wonderedi if he'd gotten any of our books. My 
wife handles those records and heYoffice is at the opposite end of the house. So, she 
keeps the files on them and I on my correspondence, after peading at the beginning of his 
book that hed ritten me we checked my files and found a folder on him. I'll enclose what 
is in it. If you can take it as a reflection of his character, that snotty-nosed kid 

addressed a man old enough to be his grandfather by his first name. Well, the letter he 

refers to is not in that file or in the 4! file in which I put most of the letters that 
do not indicate there will be further correspondence. We believe it may be in my wife's 
"dead" files, wiich are in the basement. If she vhecks them and any are there I'll enclose 
copies. But at the time of his letters I was already suffering circulatory problems and 
had ink wad filing so they could be mistiled. (I had the first of those operations 

that Yeure 

hoore began practicing an adult signature as a kid, as you'll see. He also tries to 
palm himself off as an expert on rifles and shooting and he is grossly ignorant and makes 

numerous mistakes, frou Olympus yet. Along with the mistakes on this material is overt 

dishonesty. His basic one is ridiculous - that the position of the bowes in the alleged 
sniper's nest is vital to the shooting from there. “onsense. The xm rifle can be moved 
for aiming in any direction. Yet he bouts about shifting them luterally a fraction of an 

inch. ss goon as + saw his emphasis on those boxes, which appear to have been his major 
preoccupation, it was apparent that this was at best a stupid and a bad book and likely 

an egotrip. 

+n any event, it is probable that when + finish this book <'1l! be able to answer 

just about any question :ou may have about any page f2 c% thy LIV LL LIMA o 

For your information, something on which I made only a brief note, nobody in the 

world has ever been able to duplicate the shooting att-ibuted to Oswald, which slopre 
says was easy. The Commission got "iaster" or th: very best from the Nita and under much 

better and easier conditions, after that rifle had been overhauled, nodi\ could do it. 

The FBI didn’ t even try to but one agent could shoot rapidly from the prone position, the 

best for rifle shooting when 1 was a soldier, and the best perfornmacne ot which 1 know 
was by a Baltimore area .jun expert, worling with the White Laboratories in a C2S-2V re- 

construction, Howard Vonahue. But he did not duplicate what was attributed to Oswald. 

It I don't read more by the next outgoings mail I'il send this. 

Best wishes, 

het



12/2/90 I've now read the first 92 pages and have fottified my susptiion that whatever his purposes, this is more a $0" against the critics than in suport of the Warren tteport. 
or one who knows the naterials, the readily-savailable information in particular, there is no end to what is ludicrous in lioore's book. I laughed as i though of one il- lustration in particular last night. In his utter insanity of Dealeg¥ Plaza being the key to it all and his having the all-time retord for time spent there and his exploitation of his association with the historical society and its sixth-floor museam, none of which hive anything at all to do with the actual und available evidence he ignores or is ig- norant of, he treated his own mythology about the stacks of cartons of booke In doing this he ignores the photographs taken by the police at the tine of the assassination and printed in the Waren Report to. have the assassin nding a den of about 200 cartons of them. The first time he Ihentioned the Weight of each carton, about 50 pounds, it is enough to /qwe tired the assassin. The next time he says the weight was no problem. fonsistent with this convolution he says he got permission to take the floor up and examine the floor that had not yet been covered the day of the assassination. and on page 44 he uctually says that rabacaay 4 took the plywood floor up and could examine the original floor, there were "narks" ‘that showed them where the assassin has stacked the books, allegedly. He says his reconstruction placed them within a half-inch of the assassination-day marks! Can you imagine that for some six decades no other marks had been made on that floor, or that cardboard boxes did make marks that endured on a wooden floor? It simply is not possible. Not reasonable, either. 

After spending a lot of time on these cartons and the alleged moving of them into protective walls by the assassin and by magic, this not being captured on the police photos, he does mention that a new 1loor wa: being laid. But he says those moved cartons were stacked toward the middle of the floor, Not the middle, although they were pro- bably placed wherever there was room for them. What did happen and he does not Bay » although he should have known because the LVommission did report it, is that the crew began to lay the new floor on the western half of the sixth floor. They moved all the boxes from that half, and this and this alone accounts for the stacking of extra boxes near the windows on the eastern half of that floor. 

Iiis whole business of the boxes of books is preposterous and ridiculous but, as he boasts, it is basic to his book. 

Gha pter VY, "tan on the tun", also tums out to be a diatribe against the critics. Where he mentions the evidence, he picks and choses what suits his purpose and omits what doed” aha pr'tendg he has give the reader a full account and thé¥ criticises the critics. In this he misrepresents the Commission's evidence and what sone of the critiés wrote. 
Referring to what I wrote about Johhny Calvin Brewer, the kid manager of the show store near the movie house, after sayin;; that Meagher gave him only half age, without citation of his source (it is page Jo of my first book), he says "Weisberg( ) only passing 
notice." I'll attach that so you can judge for yourself with Kwether id was only 
"passing notice" or whether any more was required. In a book thet addresses gust about all the Commission's basic allegations, and they are many! (His page 64) 

Although the Commission depended entireltjon the FBI Lab for its scientific work in 
its investigation, Moore makes no mention of this as he picks and choses and selects and 
misrepresents. He says the Officer McDonald heard “ the snap of the pistol's (it was a 
revolver, not a pistol) hamnew hitting a cartridge cusing," he omits the FBI Labés 
denial that there is any such mark on any of the hullets, one of which should have discharged if it had been struck. (66) 

It is at the top of 67 that he plagiarizes KurtZ to day 1 believed only the 4eport's 
page nuabers but he adds what does not exist on government publications that are reprinted, 
as the feport was in more copies than the governuent printed,"and the copyright date". 

atte then quates something I said about the arrest, which happens to be on the same page of 
my first book. He has pretended that Oswald was sitting on a aisle seat, us he wasn't. What 
he omits in quotation, only a few words, is one of the reasons the policeman should have



had Oswald moved, because he was between the rows off seats. Here he says that when 
Oswlfd raised his arms they held a "fully-loaded revolver" but they didn't, as he 
himself sgid att 4 bottom of page 65, He reached for it only after the cop slugged him. 
So, what Noore a » is "(a)pparently Weisberg would rather a second policeman had died 
rather than involve Oswald in a struggle in vbich he might justifiably be hurt." This 
is based on the fals¢grepresentation I cite abo, that when Oswlid raised his hands "in 
surrender" he woukd—kavw had "the fully-loaded revolver" in one when he didn't. 

at the bottom of page 67 he says that the evidence against Oswald in the Sippit 
killing was overwhelming because the cartridge cases "had been fired in the handgun." 
He then suys that "one firearms expert positively identified one of the bullets from 
4ippit's body as having been fired from Oswald's pistol." What he dies not say is that 
there is no chain of possession on the shells, they werghot” tutiae marked by any police until 
that night, when theye were taken from adesk drawer in which they's been placed unmarked, 
that the manufacture of the empty shells does not match the manufacture of the recovered 
“ippit bullets, and that the FBI Lab could not associate any of the fired bullets with 
the Oswald weapon. (I think re is no mention of the FBI's work in this entire chapter. 
“his is one reason why.) 

{ 

As Iwrite this I've not finished Chapter VI. Im to page 93. In his opening graf, 
aside from’ its factual errors, he says the "critics swarmed like a groyp of hungry 
vultures upon the hapless Commission and its work." Hapless indeed! Can you think of 
any body whose Report got more attention? What AP provided its many users is the Vommission's 
own summary of its own eport, the entire first chapter, word-for-word. 4nd most com- 
mentators supported the “eport. Hungry vultures? Only one book made money, iark “ane's. 
Moore has them in the wrong sequence of appearance and he omits Sylvan Fox's. UD was 
broke and I went into debt to print my first book. 

He gets carried away with his own invective (76):"(t)he critics have ..sbeen able 
to make the public believe that alnost everyone within the Dallas city limits that 
Friday had a hand in the assassination..." 

What he flaunts, among other things, on the next oage, is a basié Gnderstahding 
of our nation and its principles and the responsibilites of writers in our system: 
"(t)he real question is how people like Lane, Meagher, Weisberg, “hompson and others could 
spend their time examining the same source material the Warren Vommission relied upon 
yet arrive at an opposite conclusion. Wiside from this being the obligations of writers, 
including reporters, hasn't he ever been in a courtroom? What else is done in our legal 

systelhometn, What he says can be interpreted as a dedication to an authoritarian system, what 
any government says is true becauise the government says it, whether or not it is true. 

"hile it is largely true of the first books, we did no limit ourselves to what 
the Commission used. I have some in my first book “hat it had and did not use, more of 

this in the following books, as I could find it in the archives, and as he very well knows, 
{£ published an enormous anourt that the Commission did not have or "rely" on, including 

what it itself had classified illegally and suppressed. 

tte describes Lane as a liberal. Lane is counsel for the reactionary and racist 

Liberty Lobby, of the Willis Varto who published what he hoped would be the American 

Mein KaipfAnd whd!4subLishes Cartodés Spotlight weekly, to which “ane contributes. 

4s of the time referred to on 80, Hugh aynesworth was with the Dallas i neaPherald. 

“e was not then a Newsweek staffer. iloore's reference to Lane's arrest in Jackson, Miss., 
W''for disturbing the peace" is dirty. He was arrested in those early civil-rights denon- 

strations,when he was a liberal. Un the smme page he has another error about Lane, saying 

that the Commiss/on "denied him the spotlight.” Lane apneared before the Commission twice. 
The second time, at his insistence, it was the only public hearing the “ommission held. 

He says on 85 that the photos and A=rays of the JFK autopsy were "unavilable" to 

the Commission. This is a lie, as he knows from my Post Mortem. The Commission declined
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to look at them. +h one of the executive sesssion, the suppressed transcript of which 

I published and Moore has, wankin did say they had the pictures. He repeats below on 

this page that they were withheld" from the vommissione 

He then says that "in the “Adst of she controversy" about the first of the books 
"two of the autopsy doctors examined the material" me:ning the film "and stoof by 
what they"testified to before the Commission. heir report was not released for another 
yearfe 1 print it in facsinile in Post Hortem, which Moore has, and it in fact completely 
destroys the Keport and Moore's single~assasin theory because it discloses as I recall 
five bullet fragments in JFK'yneck. Impossible for the supposed single-bullet theory. 

“Yn 86 he ret'ers to “enn Jones as "a small town Yexas newspape’ owner." He hadn't 
been for at least a decade. 

On 87 he claims that Earlene Roverts did have axhmaxt an autopsy at Rarkland but 
whether she did or din't ism't established by the source he cites. 

“n this page he says that one of “hil Willis's pictures Winay have been"the most 
important photos relating to the assassination," but he forgets about Zapruder. He later 

says it,is. The fifth of ‘iillis' may be, but I doubt Yoore goes into that, althiugh he 
knows it. (The film between the sprocket holes in the Zapruder film, not shown on 

projection or the usual copying, makes it clear that Willis took that picture earlier 
than the Commission says and when Oswild could hot have fired the Clhmmission's first shot.) 

12/3 Ifm sorry about my typing byt I can't do anything about that. 

I found your letter and I thank you for your kind comment. I appreciate it. 

Before resuming where I left off, from tine to time when I'm walking my mind 

returns to this book and to Moore and I wonder why he really did the book and how utterly 

shameless he is in it and this mroni gn , in thinking about his selectiverly dishonest and 

fanciful reconstruction involving Officer Baker and TSB Manager Truly it occured to me 

that you can make your own independent assessment of his credibility and his honesty if 

you read what I wrote about it in Whitewash, pp 36-8. (It is in the mail to you.) Until then, 

a clear and simple means of taking my word is what he omits, that as Truly and Baker were 

running up the stairs, Truly was well ahead of Baker and when he noticed that Baker was 

not behind him he returned to find Baker and Oswald inside the room. So, this means that 

Oswald had to have been there early enough for Truly not to have seen him as he went 

down the stairs Truly was climbing. Which, obviously, is impossible and in itself enough 

to destroy the official story. His and the Summit Groupks concept of non-fiction and 

scholarship not imcluding an dex, I can't without going back refer you to his pages. 

(\vho, by the way, is this Summit Group? Like White's Matsu?) ... 

‘He begins page 89,"Maryland poultry farmer Harold Weisberg has weighed into the 

controversy with a half-dozen heavy hitters, all books ot the Whitewash series. ° (Two 

are not.) actually, I didn't just wade in - I began it. Vihi tewas&, was the first book on 

the Warren Report. But his crack about me being a poultry farmer, cribdbed from Lane, who 

thought it cute in his campaign to deprecate all others, hasn't been true since JIK was 

assassinated. I was liquidating the farm then. However much or little he knew about me, he 

knew from my first book that I'd been a Senate investigator and editor. I don't resent 

his crack and in fact I'm amused by it. It provides a measure of Ioore. Who apparently 

didn't understand that people can say of him that he runs a racket of "motivating" people, 

so where does he get off writing a book, more a book on so technical a matter. 

Next he says that I spent five of my 224 pages detailing the moging of boxes in the 

southeast and northwest cornere of the sixth floor." His footnote, however, if to but 
a single page of a book he does not identify, his practise being to cite "Weisberg" 
followed by a page number, even though he began by saying I'd published six books. be- 

e there was no stacking of books in the northwest corner and because I was certain 

I d not said there had been, I skimned those two, not five pages, and there is no mention



of what he made up and apprently attributed to me in a crooked effort to have me validating 

his invention. There are two pages of photos in the appendix on thise If you do read 

beginning on puge 33 you'll have your own opinion of what he then says on the same page, 

“Weisberg, unsatisfied that the boxes had been moved (which I go into in great detail) an 

and could not be exactly replaced (which + also went into in some detail, the very point 

I was making) claims the official reconstruction of tie crime is false." 

He next goes into a mistake 1 made and informed hinedn @ iditer Zmade, with a 

brief explanation of how I made that error in that letter. He likes to cite his correspondence 

with me but fails to in this instance. Without bothering to learn whether his explanation 

is factual ~ I see he has my 1 tter on the next page# I'1] add what he omits for your 

understanding and I don t have to reread my work of so long ago to know. Beginniny as I 

told him, I also could not see a road stripe in the Atlgens picture, as I later learned 

but could not detect from that angle, because the car was atop it. This second book, by 

the way, was completed belore any other than kpstein's appeared. The reason there appeared 

be be one less road stripe than there was is because Idebeler placed the photographer in~ 

correttly, placing him where there could have been only four, tather than five stripes. 

Tyis was further complicated by two developments both of which made photointelligence 

virtually impossible. Well, there was a third. Elm Street was repaved when it ditd not 

appear to require it and the road stripes were not placed where they had been and the 

signs on the north side of Kim Street were moved. 1 do go into that in the second book. 

The third one also made pho<ointeliigence based. o1 the ¥apruder film impossible. 41] the 

background in it was changed by trimming shrubbery, etc. Rankin did ask the city not to 

do this but the police not having cautioned and the lawyers for the city not having said 

a word, someone just decided to trim it all up, so if I recall correctly, it was done 

before that demon investigator, Rankin, or the fubled investigators ot the FBI and Secret 

Service, asked that it not be donee 

Iiis footnote on 89 is,"Whitewash literally came from Weisberg's typewriter. Not being 

able to find a publisher, Wdisberg published his typewritten original. The book would have 

been easier to read had all the keys struck evenly."(His emphasis) 

It literally did not come from my typewriter. tt was my wife's. Did you ever hear 

or an original book manuscript typed single-spaced? 

While it is true that as the very first thing in my first book says there was great 

relcutance to publish a book critical of the Warren Report, and I may well have set a 

record for rejectionywithout a single editorial criticism of it, what made me decide to 

publish it myself is the terms stipulated by W.W-Norton for publishing it. In effect it 

bequired that I allege what had made others wealthier and better-known, that the government 

was responsible for the assassination. “onths earlie: [egnery was to have published it but 

there was a snafu on the clerical level and when + had stfarted to publish it. myself, »yle 

stuart, personally, phoned, having changed his mind, and wanted to publish it. lay pont here 

fs that yoore, who could have learned the actualities if he'd wanted to be accurate, preferred 

to say what he wanted to believe or to have believed. And the book was published in ftaly, 

not from ny “original” and had the mail not been intercepted it would have been published 

in Germany and had nM the sppoks been efiecient ani efiective it would have been published 

in “ngland. There wasn't a single eeitorial rejection and as soon as the book was available 

those who put the mnystery-writers' award on entered it. I had nothing to do with that and 

hadn't even known about it. It was runner-up for the max award in 1966. 

I can't tell you with any accuracy how many letters 1 got after the book was out but 

there were thousands and I continue to get them. In all i've gotten between 25,000 and 

20,000 Kette:s frou strangers. I can't remember a single one that comppained a about 

the irregularity in the typing. There were a couple fron older people regretting the 

small size of the characters The reason is sipple: I was broke and my wife had worn that 

typewriter out on the research that went into the book and additional research before the 

book was out, at east a third of a million words in a great rushe



H@ continues his attac.: onto the next page, where he says that from the Sapruder film 
"one can see the limousine was far enough down Elm Street for Kennedy to have been a clear 

target from the sixth floor window." This in his oomment on where the car was at rame 255 

of the ~aprduer film = no at the time the first shot was fied. He's managed to go half= 
a4 hous his book withdut any mention of the official sdlution or where and when the 

shots were allegedly fired. How definitive can he get? What he seems to be trying to do 

here is to claim that at any point and at any time, from the 4apruder film Uswald could 

have shot JFK. Which, of course, is falsee That liveoak tree sonetinessbiocked his vision. 

As ot the time he Was writing about, nobody had a copy oi the Zapruder film, wich 

he got when he was a Ki dina apparently believed always was available. He says I was un..bke 

to locate Altgens in the first sentence below his quotion ome saying that + haa learned 

of the error based on the Comaission's mislocatiny of altgens when it way possible for me 

to make that study. He apparcntly expected all readers to be uncritical of what he said, 
didn’t care or just has a cthpulsion te be &ftitical of others. 

- Ling Qee ved 7 

His crack on the paperbiek-cas tom Dell had turned the first book down threv tines 

before coming fe ne for it and under that contr.ct it haf first rights to the seque@fl, which 
it also reject at asked for editing, was promised it, and Yall didn t change a word. Not 

even in the Intr¥Yauction you'll soon be able to read. [f+ Came re WMAVIAG BheLTuf aA Jem wd 
2 rit y bus re peel the 2ur bl seld > aye leiahed 

te must be enjoying this because he continues it onto 91: "Weisberg's latter day 

clain to fame wnongy the critics has beef his ability to pry classified documents out of 
the Arclyives. But even those who think tendei:ly of him admit that very little new or 

useful information has been gleaned from the documents that Weisberg has spent years 

obt#ining." 4t this point he has a footnote to which I'll return. I'm taking this time to 
give you a means of evaluating him and his book and as I suid eurlier, to make a record. 

I can think of only a single document I got from the archives that was ciassified. 
hh TS GkOSSTY IGvOneNT QF WX WORK uli WHat I've done and classification is a quite Degli- 
gible factor. The only things classified, and they were classified illegal ( that I got 

from the Archives WS the Vommission's eWecutive session transcripts. ut I got about a 

third of a million pages of once-withheld and alnost entirely never classified records 

from the executive agencies, by FOIé litigation. 

More, from this book, would not recognive what is yseful or even information if 

it hit him in the face. I was thinking while walking this morning that a few of the things 

Il have convenient on my desk for when some civic organization aske me to speak for 20-30 

minutes might interest you and give you an idea of what the "investigation" really was 

and wasnyt. I'l try to remember to enclose them and you can decide whether they are at 
all useful infa prepresentative society and in telling the people something about their 

government. With regard to his crack, there are about 200 pages of these once-wittheld 

records printed in facsimile in Post sio#tem, which he Ws. Keminds me, he also has White- 

wash IV, with more than 100 pp of a single executive session transcript that most people 

regard as useful. To say Nothing of the shorter one in Post Lortem. If you know anyone 

who has a covy, read it beginning on page 475 and see if thatigin your opinion useful, 
for it may illuminate ‘loore and his bookgy; as a person and as a worke 

fhe footnote reads: "Weisberg made another error, this one picked up by the ‘ew 

York Times. He found an FBI report that inaccurately cited the speed of the Zapruder camera 

as twefty-four frames per second. Without bothering to check the actual camera, Weisberg 

rushed the informatio into print. The camera can t be set to operate at twenty-four 

frames per second." His footnote 60 to which this is cited reads,"Weisberg,184."" ‘his is 

hardly scholarly or "definitive " writings 

He is referring to the second of my six books he seems to cite as "Weisberg" only, 

and on that page I have a facsimile reporduction of that Dallas FBI report. The question 

in the very early days when I was writing this book was whether or not Zapruder had 

exposed any of his film at other than 18 fpse id exposed faster, for example, on projection 

you hive slow motion. Now this again gets to oore's honesty and integrity, personally and
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as w riter, as I'll get to. I do not remember that the New York Fines printed this but 
it did not "pick it up." About e year after the book was out Lifton wrote the ‘Mimes along 
Moore's line and actually sent me a copy. Before then Lifton knew, from my very next book, 
which was out the end of May, 1967, as “oore also knew before he wrote this, because he 
got it from me, the history of tie withholding of that camer‘/and how the coring appearance 
on Whitewash II forced the government to get the camer/and put it in the Archives. The FBI 
refused to keep it as did the Vonmission, so Zapruder, as we did not know, had given it 
to Bell & Howell. *erhaps it was not exactly a gift, if * understand Capruder. 4nyvay, 
there is a full accounting in the third book, which is on the suppression of the pictures. 

; ; re 
So, as Moore knew and as Lifton knew, the oan Was not accessible. What better bmx 

basis can a "definitive" writevwhave for saying, "without bothering to check the ma actual 
camera"? 

Next “oore goes after “ink hompson , not a friend of mine, with undiminished dis- 
honesty, obsfuscation and virtuoso display of ignorunce, all misleading the reader. He 
says whatis not so, that *hompson "does not take into account that the Very Zapruder film 
frames he believes show the hit on Connally also show Connallyfeaning backward, thud 
altering the angle of the bullet through his body. " He does not mean the angle through 
the body, which would hx nit have been altered. I do not know how much you know about 
the official account so I'll begin with an explanation. The official solution is that 
at Frame 210 of the film and only at that 1/18th of a second Oswald fired a shot that 
struck JFK in the fleshto his right of the neck and near it, went through his body without 
striking bone, then entered Connallyis under the righf armpit, smashing five inches of 
the forath rib or four of the fifth before exiting under his right nipple, thence smashing 
his right wrkeswrist be-ore entering and lodging in his thigh above the knee. Instead 
of trying to show what he cannot show by any fact or evidence, all of this being pretty & 
obviously impossible, he quotes that olff spook recruiteY, without identifying hiua, John 
Sparrow, warden of 411 “ouls, Oxford. (Who, by the wat, first blocked publication ofiimy 
first book in Nngland in 1965 without informing that publisher of his relations with “ritish 
intelligence, which had cozy relations with our own ,Jparrow is thus one of the oldest, in 
both senses, of the apologist for the Warren report.) You can decide for yourself whether 
there is any substance in what Sparrow wrote. But what Moore says means nothing at all and 
even if it did, it could not mean that any alteration in Connally's position would have 
made the gee and Vow, up and down trajectory of the official mythology at all possible. 

again raising a question of “oore's personal and if it is justified by this book, 
his professional integrity, he fails to tell the reade/thail from the first YVonnally in- 
sisted that he was not stnuck by the first bullet, which he heard, and that is what caused 
his motion. “e could not have heard the hu@élet that hit him and bullets are faster than 
sound, at least most, including the imputed one. ” 

"The success of his (Th®apson's) biak led to his appointment as life magazine's 
conusltant on the Zepruder film." IM re not only makes it up, he doesn't even think when 

doing it. What need did Time/Life have for an etpert on the Zapruder film in 1967, four 

yeurs after the assassination, and what made the philosopher professor such an expert? 

Time/Life needed outside help with pictures? It was hompson' s theft of copies of enlarged 

positives made from the Z film that made his book possible. ite took them from Life.And 
was back teaching when he wrote his book. 

Here Moore also says that th: Sapruder film is the most important »iece of evidence 
in the case, but that is true only for one who knows nothing about evidence and it is true 

of the use the Commission made of it but it is not the most importent "evidence" in the case. 

He shows remarkable “understanding of what makes an authentic expert in saying of Tink 
that "access to the original film is what gave him almost unlinited expertise." There is 
reul evidence in théoriginal film that this man of unlimited expertise did not see. 

‘his is as far as I've read so I'll stop now and read and correct it so 7 can



I am aware that this may be more if not also other than you expected but as I said, I want to make a record for tie future and you are, I think, new to the subject. You ay a&so be your paper's in-house expert, or expert—‘to—be,. 

i don't know whether your morgue or library has any of my books or if the paper Wants them. In the past it has been willing to print stories not in accord with what I regard as the official mythology. If you do, we have a small supply of books that are slightly damaged that we do not se@l. I know we have <he second but I don't without 
checking know if we have others. If you want it or any others that are damaged and I. won't charge for, let me know. 

I do think it would heip your understanding if you'd read the executive session transcript I mention above that is in Post Mortem. It is only about 14 pa,es. If that 
is interesting, the one in Whitewash IV is much longer but in part along the same line. It will, I think, give you a better understanding of the Commission and its work and 

conclusions and how they were reached and to a degree why. 

Best wishes, 

. pvell/ 
Harold Weisberg 

There is a Sumait Group and a Sunnit blishing at the adiress in the book. Ghey are presumed, from my bookstore sYurce after checking Bowker, to be small publishers. 
If you would like any explanation of the enclosed revords pleuse ask. Note that 

the first, Dallas record, was indexed and filed before Oswald wa: charged. 

Renfro to SAC, 11/22/63 
Gemberling 8/5/64 
Newsom to SAC, 1125/63 
Rosen to Belmont, 11/26/64 
Katz to “‘oyer 
DeLoach to ohr, 1:/25/64 
Denoach to Hohr, 6/4/64 
Damage control tickler


